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For over 33 years, the Nashville Scene has been many 

things: an opinionated guide to a growing city, a source for 

information and informed analysis of the arts and current 

events, a thorn in the side of bullies and blowhards. One 

thing it has never been is predictable. Each week in print 

— and every day on its heavily traveled news, food, music 

and arts blogs — the Scene scans the city from Bordeaux 

to Brentwood, from Inglewood to Antioch, from Belle 

Meade to Berry Hill, seeking the latest developments in 

Nashville at a time our civic profile has never been higher. 

The Scene has cultivated a reputation as a single stop 

where newcomers interested in Nashville can get their 

bearings, and natives and longtime residents can stay 

abreast of their rapidly changing city. Looking for new 

restaurants, nightlife options and developing districts? 

You’ll find the latest updates in the Scene and its wide 

social-media portfolio. Hungry for serious, in-depth 

coverage of education, governance, public transportation 

and housing? The Scene’s award-winning journalists bring 

their institutional knowledge of the city to bear on these 

issues and countless others — in witty, engaging and often 

irreverent style. 

Journalism is alive and well: You just have to provide 

content people want to read, and trust their intelligence 

and curiosity. Nashville is at once the biggest small town 

in America and the next great city of the 21st century. 

Both deserve a paper that reflects its excitement, 

enthusiasm and optimism, while speaking truth and 

providing a forum for new ideas and challenging times. 

The Nashville Scene is that publication.

WHO IS THE NASHVILLE SCENE?

LOCAL JOURNALISM IS ALIVE AND WELL: YOU JUST 
HAVE TO PROVIDE CONTENT PEOPLE WANT TO READ, 
AND TRUST THEIR INTELLIGENCE AND CURIOSITY.

WHATWHOHOW



Each week readers get a current take on what’s happening with city governance, highlights 
from the upcoming week’s calendar in Critics’ Picks and dispatches from the drink and dining 

scene, music rounds and insights on the newest releases from film and books.
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DISNEY’S THE LION KING
TPAC is ringing in the new year with 
an old favorite — a multiweek return 
engagement of Disney’s The Lion 

King. Based on the hit animated feature 
film by the same name, Julie Taymor’s 
groundbreaking stage production first 
debuted on Broadway in 1997, and went on 
to earn six Tony Awards, including Best 
Musical. The songs featuring music by Elton 
John and lyrics by Tim Rice are some of 
Disney’s most beloved — including “Circle 
of Life,” “I Just Can’t Wait to Be King,” 
“Hakuna Matata” and “Can You Feel the 
Love Tonight.” Plus, there’s additional music 
from renowned South African artist Lebo 
M. Bringing together striking visuals and 
a heartfelt tale of hope and courage, this 
remarkable stage phenomenon has been 
viewed by more than 100 million people 
worldwide. See it again, or for the first time, 
at TPAC this month. Jan. 6-23 at TPAC’s 
Jackson Hall, 505 Deaderick St. AMY STUMPFL 

M
US

IC [REFUGE OF THE ROAD] 

RB MORRIS W/BARK 
I hear the music of Knoxville singer, 
songwriter and poet RB Morris as a 

variant on the Texas-centric offerings of 
Guy Clark, Jerry Jeff Walker and Townes 
Van Zandt. There’s the same mixture of 
sentimentality and hardheaded analysis, 
and the same intelligent take on simple 
musical ideas. On his 2020 album Going 
Back to the Sky, Morris sometimes sounds 
like a less abrasive Tom Waits, which 
means he uses blues as a template. Going 
Back to the Sky leans heavily on tropes 
about the romance of the road and the deep 
significance of rain, and at its best — the 
smugly funny tune “Me and My Wife Ruth” 
— the album transcends its clichés. Morris 
writes in a literate vernacular that doesn’t 
hit you like the efforts of a person who 
believes poetry is superior to songwriting. 
Morris has a deep song bag, and it could be 
that his greatest song is the superb “That’s 
How Every Empire Falls,” which has been 
covered by Tim O’Brien, John Prine and 
Marianne Faithfull. Opening will be Bark, a 

Knoxville band led by Susan Bauer Lee and 
her husband Tim Lee. Their 2019 full-length 
Terminal Everything is modified early-1980s 
rock that sounds a little bit like X. It’s dark 
stuff that skillfully reworks rock ’n’ roll 
basics. 6 p.m. at The 5 Spot, 1006 Forrest 
Ave. EDD HURT 

M
US

IC [GIMME THE KEYS]

MIKE HICKS
Over the past decade-and-a-half, Mike 
Hicks has made a name for himself 

as an in-demand keyboard player and 
a vital member of Music City’s R&B 
community. Among his other commitments, 
he’s released relatively little of his own 
music, but his 2021 EP I Am Who We Are 
is an excellent introduction. Within the 
driving funk and lush R&B soundscapes, 
he illustrates the pride he derives from 
sharing in a community of Black artists and 
being part of a loving and dynamic Black 
family. He’s generous with gratitude on 
the record, giving flowers (musically, at 
least) to many of the folks who have had 
an impact on him and his identity. And on 
Thursday, he’ll celebrate that expression 
in a big way: His performance at Analog, 
the intimate venue inside the Hutton Hotel 
on West End Avenue, features a 17-piece 
band. Singer-songwriter and bassist Scott 
Mulvahill (whom you may remember from 
his recent tribute to Paul Simon’s Graceland 

at Brooklyn Bowl) is the evening’s featured 
guest. 7 p.m. at Analog at the Hutton Hotel, 
1808 West End Ave. STEPHEN TRAGESER

FRIDAY / 1.07
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BÉLA FLECK 
The longevity of bluegrass has always 

struck me as one of the more interesting 
elements of modern music history. In an era 
when the meaning of country music is being 
debated, and jazz speaks to a tiny minority 
of listeners, bluegrass stands as an example 
of pure music that carries no particular 
message. One of the most important figures 
in modern bluegrass is banjo player Béla 
Fleck, who has legitimized the banjo as 
a high-art instrument. Talking to Glide 
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IT’S ALL 
YOUR FAULT
A NASHVILLE PREDATORS PODCAST

Featuring show reviews and 
previews, news items, artist 

interviews, album analysis, music 
video and track premieres, 

Chris Crofton’s hit Advice King 
column, award-show recaps and 
more, the Scene’s music blog, 
Nashville Cream, focuses on 

Music City and beyond. Covering 
everything from rock to hip-hop, 

pop to punk — and even a little bit 
of country — the Cream’s colorful 
cast of bloggers uncovers hidden 

pop-culture gems, breaks news and 
keeps readers abreast of the local 
music scene, without ever being 

boring about it.

Pith in the Wind is the Scene’s city 
and news blog, where our intrepid 

reporters post daily updates on 
stories that cover everything from 

breaking local news to politics, 
education, crime and more. Though 

there are often pieces on very 
important topics like women’s 

rights, Tennessee’s fight for gay 
marriage and the 2015 mayoral 
race, our Pith contributors also 

make it a point to inject readers’ 
days with plenty of humor, whether 
reporting on a ridiculous comment 

made by a not-too-bright local 
politician or trying to figure out who 
tracked the dog poop into City Hall.

Sometimes you want artisanal 
cuisine or inventive vegan fare; 

sometimes you just want a burger 
oozing goodness, or a plate of 
greens like your mama used to 
make. You can’t get all those at 
any one restaurant — but you’ll 
find them all celebrated on the 

Scene’s hugely popular food blog, 
where readers regularly meet for 

reviews and news of the city’s 
booming restaurant and cocktail 

scene. From pop-ups to Pop-
Tarts, from craft brews to pork 

bung (don’t ask), Bites is a rowdy 
celebration of all things tasty and 
thirst-quenching, and the people 

who make them possible.

Hey Preds fans! The Nashville 
Scene and the Nashville Post have 

partnered up to bring you It’s 
All Your Fault, a weekly podcast 
dedicated to all things Nashville 

Predators. Tune in every Wednesday 
as hosts Michael Gallagher, J.R. Lind 

and Megan Seling dissect recent 
games, dig up fun facts about the 

players, get nerdy with numbers and 
more. There’s something for every 
fan, whether you’ve been along for 
the ride since day one or jumped on 
the Smashville bandwagon during 
the 2017 playoffs. Listen on iTunes, 
Stitcher, Spotify or wherever your 

favorite podcasts are found.

BLOGS AND PODCASTS

WHATWHOHOW



DAILY SCENE 
The Daily Scene delivers can’t-miss news stories, 
arts features, food coverage and events info  
every morning to your inbox. Each day, the  
trusted editors at the Nashville Scene will  
highlight top stories, a special featured section 
and Critics’ Picks from the week’s Nashville Scene. 
The Daily Scene has all you need to know.

DAILY DURING THE WEEK 
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Wednesday, March 9, 2022

Wednesday’s Daily Scene gives you a sneak peek at this week’s Critics'

Picks, including a trio of family-friendly events — Nashville Zoo’s

Dinotrek, Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus (The Musical) at TPAC, and

Cheekwood in Bloom. In our top stories, we have an overview of recent

discussions around license plate readers and how they’ll affect Nashville’s

immigrant residents, plus news about Odessa Kelly switching to 7th

District and the resignation of fair board commissioner Jason Bergeron. 

Critics Fear License Plate Readers

Could Be Used for Immigration

Enforcement

The MNPD says it won’t share data with ICE

— but the state’s ‘anti-sanctuary-city law’

could complicate that

Odessa Kelly Switching to 7th

Congressional District Run

Redistricting moved Cooper’s progressive

challenger out of 5th District

Fair Board Commissioner Jason

Bergeron Resigns

Bergeron was the last remaining non-Cooper

appointee on the board

Job Fair the Culmination of One

Nashville SC Community Promise

Community benefits agreement includes $15

minimum wage; team set to hire for stadium

operations

Allen Epley: The Cream Q&A

Checking in with the Shiner frontman and

Third Gear Scratch host ahead of

Wednesday’s Drkmttr gig 

Ezra Furman at The Blue Room at

Third Man Records

Nashville Zoo’s Dinotrek

Dream House at Ozari Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!

(The Musical) at TPAC's Polk

Theater

Cheekwood in Bloom Hiss Golden Messenger w/Alexa

Rose at Brooklyn Bowl

FROM OUR PARTNERS 

We got what you need

Shop the swag that shows you’re a

local, cool and connected. T-shirts,

cookbooks, mugs, hats and more!

Mark your calendars for

4/28/22

Presented by US Foods, our favorite

annual chef competition and sampling

event Iron Fork returns! Eat, drink and

enjoy watching four of Nashville’s best

chefs battle it out in a live cooking

competition.  

We loved this Amanda Petrusich profile of Evan Dando and

the Lemonheads in The New Yorker: The Youthful

Melancholy of the Lemonheads. 

Click here to unsubscribe and manage your email subscriptions.
Nashville Scene 210 12th Ave S Ste 100, Nashville, 37203
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Norah Jones one night only!

Don’t miss Norah Jones appearing at Ascend

Amphitheater on July 20th for one night only!

Tickets on sale THIS Friday @ 10AM at

livenation.com!

TICKETS

Mt. Joy with special guest The Brook

and the Bluff

Coming to Ryman Auditorium for TWO nights

on Friday, October 28th & Saturday, October

29th! Tickets for the Orange Blood Tour on

sale This Friday @ 10AM at Ryman.com!

TICKETS

James Gibson: A Life in Sculpture

A Retrospective Exhibition March 14-April 2,

2022. Exhibit Reception on Saturday, March

19, 2 p.m., Todd Art Gallery, Todd Hall, Room

224A.

INFO

Explore Country Music's Latest Chapter

The new installment of the Country Music Hall

of Fame and Museum’s annual exhibition

American Currents: State of the Music is open

now, highlighting artists and moments that

shaped country music over the past year—

from small clubs to arenas. 

LEARN MORE

Bluegrass Nights at the Ryman

The 2022 Springer Mountain Farms

Bluegrass Nights at the Ryman has been

announced for this summer! Season passes

and single tickets are on sale now!

TICKETS

Get your seafood here!

Combining New England and southern flavors

for a comfortable and delicious Seafood

dining experience. Enjoy fish and chips 4

ways including our signature style, New

England, British, and Pub style, and the bar is

always open!

MENUS

Celebrate Von Patrick’s Day

Enter to win tickets to Von Elrod’s St. Patty’s

Day celebration with The Spazmatics on

March 17 with live music, green beer, food

trucks and more. 

Don’t Miss The Johnnyswim Show

Enjoy spirited, slick and soulful anthems from

Johnnyswim at the Opry House on April 13.

Enter to win. 

Click here to unsubscribe and manage your email subscriptions.
Nashville Scene 210 12th Ave S Ste 100, Nashville, 37203

INFO

Hermitage grounds, this will be an event you

won’t want to miss! 

TICKETS

Coming up on Sunday, March 20!

Progressive bluegrass vets Yonder Mountain

String Band stop by Brooklyn Bowl with

Asheville folk quintet Fireside Collective. Get

your tickets and reserve a bowling lane with

food & beverage service plus an epic view of

the stage today!

TICKETS

Kevin Griffin of Better Than Ezra 3/11

The Better Than Ezra frontman, award-

winning songwriter, and Pilgrimage Festival

co-founder has added yet another persona to

his resume: solo troubadour. Catch him live at

City Winery on 3/11 with opener Stephen

Sanchez! Get your tickets before they're

gone.

TICKETS

Private cocktail classes

Standard Proof Whiskey Company is now

offering private cocktail classes for individuals

or large groups. Visit

standardproofwhiskey.com for more info!

INFO

It's our party and YOU'RE invited!

Celebrate our 18th on Saturday, March 12th,

from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. both in-store and on

Instagram Live @GasLampAntiques. Brighten

and refresh, update and renew from your

favorite stores for home and personal

furnishings!

#VotedNashvillesBESTAntiqueStore

INFO

Tin Pan South at Analog

The 30th annual Tin Pan South Songwriters

Festival presented by Regions Bank, comes

to Analog at Hutton Hotel. The world’s largest

songwriters-only festival of its kind, is

scheduled for March 29 - April 2, 2022!

TICKETS

Catch Langhorne once more at Mercy

Americana singer-songwriter Langhorne Slim

returns to the Mercy Lounge for one final

show before its current location closes.

Opening sets from Libby DeCamp and Via

Mardot. Catch Langhorne once more at

Mercy this Friday! Tickets on sale now.

TICKETS
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Alton Brown LIVE at TPAC!

Alton Brown is hitting the road with a new

culinary variety show. Audiences can expect

more comedy, more music, more highly

unusual cooking demos, and more potentially

dangerous sciencey stuff. Prepare for an

evening unlike any other and if Brown calls for

volunteers… think twice. Tickets at TPAC.org.

TICKETS

Von Patrick’s Day with The Spazmatics!

Thursday, March 17th 2-10pm Join us for an

all day, indoor/outdoor party featuring The

Spazmatics, Steins of Green Beer, Food

Trucks & Live Music! $15 in advance $20 at

door. No refunds or re-entry. 21+ only

TICKETS

Music on NPT!

Enjoy a collection of concert and music

programs on NPT. Playlist includes Roy

Orbison, the Stones, Joe Bonamassa, Buddy

Guy and more. #SupportNPT.

MORE/GIFTS

Discover Springtime at Andrew

Jackson’s Hermitage

Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage is a 1,120-acre

National Historic Landmark. This spring, visit

the home of the 7th president to see the

Greek Revival-style mansion the Jacksons

called home, beautiful garden, hiking trails

and more than 20 historic buildings.

TICKETS

Try Legal THC at The Holistic

Connection

Enjoy Legal THC at The Holistic Connection

Cannabis Dab Bar. 9 Locations across Middle

TN! Proudly Serving Craft Cannabis™

Smokeables, Vapes, and Edibles - locally

cultivated in Nashville.

Wine, Whiskey & Beer Tastings at Sip of

History – April 9th

Join Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage and the

Tennessee Whiskey Trail for Sip of History.

With more than 25 distilleries, food trucks, live

music, lawn games and access to The
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SOCIAL MEDIA
We have robust following on our social media platforms. We use these to engage and 
create a dialog with our readers and for promotions. While clients can’t buy sponsored 
posts, we can integrate partners into posts via our events and promotions. Additionally, 
editorially featured entities can take advantage of our Social Spotlight and Best of 
Nashville featured post options. 

CALENDAR
Nashville Scene’s listing calendar has been 
updated to include the best and most 
robust, yet curated list of local happenings. 
You can now submit your own events and 
upgrade those events to be featured on our 
calendar for a select period of time.

SOCIAL SPOTLIGHT
Our Social Spotlight offers the reach of an organic social endorsement and boosts it even further as 

a sponsored traditional post sent to Nashville Scene fans and their friends. We use organic, online 

Nashville Scene content then boost it with a crafted message and tag your brand to gain exposure. 

This powerful combination can be used for direct response (gaining more followers, clicks to web-

site, engagement with brand, etc.) or to enhance your brand recognition with visuals across social 

media.

DURATION: 10 days

FREQUENCY:   4x/year max

COST: $1,500 for non-frequency advertisers

             $1,000 for frequency advertisers

NASHVILLESCENE.COM/CALENDAR

SOCIAL MEDIA AND CALENDAR

WHATWHOHOW

122K140K 246.4K@NASHVILLESCENE 
ON ALL THE THINGS Featured NashvilleScene.com/Calendar 

upgrades begin for as little as $100 a day 
and have the option to add reach to our print 
audience through special package pricing. 
Ask your account executive for specific rates 
or go to nashvillescene.com/calendar and 
set up your Scene Think account to post and 
upgrade and sell your event!

CALENDAR PRICING: 
Featured placement 30 days leading up to 
event $400

Featured placement 15 days leading up to 
event $250

Featured placement 7 days leading up to 
event $150

Top calendar listing on day of event  
(single-day promotion as available) $45

In-line ad placement (single-day promotion  
as available) $65

Main side panel ad placement (single-day 
promotion as available) $150

NOTE: 52X advertisers ask your account 
executive about featured placement listings 
benefits. 



INTEGRATED PROMOTIONS
Integrated promotions are developed based on the client’s needs, whether 
that be increased awareness, improved social media following, or increase 
in email addresses and audience, we develop promotions that tap our 
audiences across the Scene platform in print, digital, email and social media. 

Our integrated promotions can utilize giveaways or insightful quizzes to 
engage with our vast audiences or audience segments to create engagement, 
awareness, and move the needle to the promotional goal.

Integrated promotion pricing  
start at $1,500 and are customized 
and developed based on your 
campaign goal.

Hot Chicken Week - January
Fashion for a Fraction - Winter

Crafty Bastards Spring Fair - April
Iron Fork - April

Margarita Festival - May

Movies in the Park  - June
Pups & Pints Summer - June

Burger Week - July
Fashion for a Fraction - Summer - August

Pups & Pints Fall - October

Best of Nashville Day - October
Best of Nashville Party - October

Best of Nashville Festival - October
Crafty Bastards Fall Fair - November

Taco Week - December

 EVENTS AND INTEGRATED PROMOTIONS

WHATWHOHOW

EVENTS
FW Publishing Events is dedicated to hosting fantastic events for audiences of FW Publishing’s media outlets: Nashville Scene, 
Nashville Post, Nfocus, and Home Page Media.  From Burger Week for the city’s foodies to Crafty Bastards for those looking for 
artisan goods to Fashion for a Fraction for thrifty fashionistas, the FW Publishing Events team is dedicated to giving Nashville the 
very best experiences to sold-out audiences!

TOPGOLF GIVEAWAY

Age

ONLINE CONTEST
34 entries

WEB ADS
460.3k+ impressions

SOCIAL MEDIA
3 Instagram stories

1 Instagram post
1 Facebook post
1 Twitter post

14.1k+ total impressions

EMAIL
1 exclusive email sent to 
17.4k+ people with a 35% 

open rate
Inclusion in 1 Insider email 
sent to 99.5k+ people with 

a 18% open rate

PRINT
1 ½ page ad

Think you 
have the best 
golf swing? 

Show it off! 
it might even win you a bay 
for you and 5 friends plus 

$200 in food + beverage 
credit at topgolf

scan to enter

Contest entries open November 10 - 24. Limit one entry per 
person per email. See entry form for additional details.



ABOUT OUR READERS

WHATWHOHOW

EDUCATION PROFILE

GENDER PROFILE

ETHNICITY PROFILE

AGE PROFILE

200k+  
7.1%

150k - 200k 
8.8%

100k - 150k 
16.3%

75k - 50k 
11.8%

50k - 75k 
14.7%

35k - 50k 
14.2%

25k - 35k 
10.8%

15k - 25k 
8.6%

>15k 
7.7%

ANNUAL 
INCOME

57% Female      43% Male

HS or Less

HS Graduate

Some College

College Degree

Advanced Degree

3.5%
14%

28.7%

31.3%

22.6%

Other 
0.4%

Asian 
2% Hispanic 

8.8%
Black 
17.9% 

White 
70.9% 

Nashville Scene reader is 52% more likely to have 
worked out 12+ in the last year. 

HOME OWNERSHIP: 
64%

MEAN HOME VALUE: 
$364,759

Nashville Scene readers are 
more likely than the general 
market to have high household 
incomes, trade stocks, have 
liquid assets of over $100,000.

60,146 Nashville Scene 
readers/users plan a cosmetic 
surgical procedure in the 
next year, almost 4 times more 
than the average market. 

Source: The Media Audit, Nashville summer 2020,  
Adults 18+, sample 1453

Nashville Scene readers are twice 
as likely to be an opinion leader 
(the OG influencer).  
This matters because it’s 
what spurs word of mouth 
advertising and its why readers 
are loyal to the Scene as they 
want to be in the know. 

68% of Scene readers/users have a pet  
(dog or cat) at home

18 - 24 19.8%

45+ 35.1%

25 - 44 45.1%



MORE ABOUT OUR READERS

WHATWHOHOW

Source: The Media Audit, Nashville summer 2020,  
Adults 18+, sample 1453

Spends an average of  $181 at 
the grocery each week

Nashville Scene readers have  
a much higher propensity  
than the general market to 
attend events.

Nashville Scene readers are 
close to TWICE as likely as the 
General Market to have been to 
a restaurant diner 4+ times in 
the past 2 weeks

PRODUCTS PLAN TO BUY - NEXT 12 MONTHS

HOME IMPROVEMENT - NEXT 12 MONTHS

BUSINESS PURCHASES - NEXT 12 MONTHS

GENERAL 
MARKET

NASHVILLE 
SCENE

INDEX TO  
GENERAL MARKET

NEW TV

ALARM/SECURITY SERVICES

VEHICLE LEASING

PERSONAL COMPUTER/EQUIPMENT

ELECTRICAL

INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE MOBILE/CELLULAR

SMART SPEAKERS

REPLACE WINDOWS

CORPORATE FINANCING

TABLET

REMODEL BATHROOM

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)

PERSONAL HOME ELECTRONICS

EXTERIOR PAINT

MARKETING

NEW FURNITURE

INSTALL POOL, HOT TUB, OR SPA

OFFICE FURNITURE

BED/MATTRESS/ETC

CARPET OR FLOOR COVERING

SOCIAL MEDIA/WEBSITE

PEST CONTROL SERVICES

LEGAL

MAJOR HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE

INTERIOR PAINT OR WALLPAPER

HEALTH CARE/INSURANCE

REMODEL KITCHEN

TRAVEL SERVICES/CORPORATE TRAVEL

GLASSES/CONTACT LENS

REPLACE OR REPAIR ROOF

COMPANY PHONE/INTERNET

HEATING OR AIR CONDITIONING

BANKING

17.6%

10.4%

1.4%

24%

9.6%

1.9%

31.1%

8.8%

1.7%

14.3%

12.4%

4.6%

15.7%

13.1%

3.6%

15%

8.8%

3.3%

16.9%

14%

3.2%

16.5%

2.1%

15%

19.2%

3.6%

10.4%

2%

22.6%

10.2%

3.6%

10.3%

7.5%

34%

23%

4.7%

44.9%

18.7%

6.1%

58.1%

16.2%

4.7%

25.8%

22.2%

12%

27.2%

22.1%

8.9%

25.7%

14.5%

6.6%

26.1%

22.7%

6.3%

24.9%

3.7%

22.3%

30.9%

6.6%

14.6%

3.4%

27.1%

16.1%

6.2%

11.3%

12.6%

193

221

345

187

194

317

187

184

271

181

178

260

173

169

246

171

165

201

155

162

199

151

175

149

160

181

141

74

120

159

175

109

168

58% considers themselves an arts patron

64% drive European vehicles  
(BMW, Mercedes, Volvo)

Nashville Scene readers are 
3 TIMES more likely than the 
average Nashvillian to plan air 
travel. More than 45% plan a 
trip in the coming 6 months. 

62% have children under 18 years  
of age at home



Since the Nashville Scene is free, it can be distributed more broadly than daily newspapers and magazines. The Scene delivers 
response like no other print medium by offering a popular editorial and advertising format that is enhanced by free circulation. With 
no price to the reader, the Scene reaches a responsive audience and is picked up by motivated readers that are ready to take action.

COVID-19 Distribution Update: During the city closures brought on by COVID-19 throughout 2020 and 2021, we reduced circulation 
by 25% on average and have, throughout the year, increased the distribution as the city reopens. Additionally, Scene subscriptions 
increased exponentially during this time and we have been able to shift our distribution to new high traffic locations which move 
more publications. We’ll reestablish our weekly distribution of 35,000 publications weekly by early 2022.

35KWEEKLY 
D I S T R I B U T I O N

255K  MONTHLY 
R E A D E R S H I P

+750
LOCATIONS

DISTRIBUTION HIGHLIGHTS
EAST NASHVILLE: 8,120

DOWNTOWN NASHVILLE: 7,850

MIDTOWN: 4,550

WEST: 7,610

GREEN HILLS: 6,930

BRENTWOOD/FRANKLIN: 4,520

WHERE TO FIND US AND WHERE ARE OUR READERS

WHATWHOHOW



DISPLAY ADS 
PRICING FOR ALL SIZES: $15/CPM
All sizes included and required for successful campaign.

Your message will be delivered on all platforms:  
desktop, tablet and mobile.

OVER 275,000 
MONTHLY USERS

NASHVILLESCENE.COM READERSHIP, RATES AND SPECS

SPECS

300 X 250

970 X 90

728 X 90

Medium Rectangle

Leaderboard & Sticky Footer

Tablet Leaderboard

300 X 600

Half Page

300 X 50

Mobile Leaderboard

*MAX SIZE: 60K

ACCEPTED FILES FOR 
ALL WEB ADS
TYPES:
GIFS, JPEG, PNG, HTML, DHTML, Javascript/jscript, Flash

SIZES: 
60K standard, 60K flash, 30K initial/70K secondary flash,  
third party ads. Additional requirements may apply.

WHATWHOHOW

Pricing is determined by the frequency or duration of your 
campaign and if you are a frequency print advertising partner 
and begins at $15 CPM. See rates page on XX for specific rates. 



FEATURES
•  Fluid design that responds to all 

screen widths

•  Advertising message positioned at 

the top  of the page with a standard 

IAB ad unit

• Clickable “reveal” allowing the 

advertiser’s branding to be 

reintroduced both beneath and 

around content

• Auto-scaling background responsive 

to device and screen resolution

PAGE TAKEOVER 
Own 100% of impressions in every ad space 

on NashvilleScene.com’s home page. Includes 

leaderboard, half page, medium rectangle.

• $600 per day

• 3-day discount: $540 per day

WALLPAPER
Wallpaper background of the home page and  

a transparent medium rectangle.

• $1,250 per day

• 3-day discount: $1,135 per day

DETAILS 
• All rates are net. 

• Recommended size for Wallpaper:  

hi-res background image for 

branding  

(Use a big image, minimum 

1920x1200.  

Ideally 2550x1440 for high-res 

displays;  

MUST be less than 1 MB file size),  
 

300x250 unit containing important 

marketing message and call-to-

action (transparent PNG)

• Ad unit sizes for Page Takeover: 

970x90, 728x90, 300x600, 300x250, 

300x50

HIGH-IMPACT ONLINE ADVERTISING

WHATWHOHOW



DIGITAL SOLUTIONS | FWP DIGITAL SERVICES

DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS
Understand the benefits and features
of our digital products

Target customers on their specif ic devices
Monitor the location information associated with prospect devices
and leverage that data by targeting consumers or their devices based on
where they have been and where they live.

Target prospects based on their current physical location
Identify specif ic commercial locations where ideal target audiences are located
and turn these audiences into targetable data segments.

Effective email marketing
Our database has more than 140 million consumer and business emails
allowing you to reach a customer’s inbox.

DEVICE ID

MICROPROXIMITY

EMAIL

DISPLAY
Deliver a targeted message
An effective way to promote brand awareness, these banner ads appear on
websites across mobile, desktop and laptop devices. Coupled with
programmatic targeting they are an effective way to deliver your message to a
precise audience.

Be seen at the right time
Search Engine Marketing & Pay Per Click is a way to drive leads at the bottom
of the funnel conversions. Be sure to be in f ront of your customers when they
are actively searching for your products. As a Google Premier Partner, we pride
ourselves in running campaigns adhering to Google’s Best Practices.

PPC / SEM

Ads that feel like articles
Native ads adopt the look and feel of a website’s content inviting the viewer to
engage them. In-feed and in-article native ads allow the advertiser to immerse
their brand within the publisher ’s site to reach the right user at the right time.

Promotional video messages
Pre-Roll Video is as scalable as banner advertising with all of the innovative
targeting options but in a more desirable video format. With features such as
skippable vs non-skippable, completion rates, viewability and more, Video
Advertising has never been easier for a local marketer.

Reach cord-cuttings that are not available with traditional TV commercials
Over-the-top (OTT) is the combination of ConnectedTV and Full Episode Player
(FEP) streaming or on-demand inventory. This means a commercial can be
served across ALL DEVICES, including the big screen.

NATIVE

PRE-ROLL VIDEO

OVER-THE-TOP TV

SEO
Show up in relevant searches
SEO is the process of getting your business to show up in search categories
that are most relevant to your business. We deliver a unique SEO product by
implementing strategies throughout the year that focus on all ranking factors
with local and organic SEO algorithms.

Advertising with social platforms
Ads on Facebook or Instagram maximize reach across both platforms, includes
the option of YouTube videos.

SOCIAL ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGNS RUN BY A TEAM OF EXPERTS
 
QUALITY DATA INVENTORY
 
TRANSPARENT REPORTING
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their brand within the publisher ’s site to reach the right user at the right time.

Promotional video messages
Pre-Roll Video is as scalable as banner advertising with all of the innovative
targeting options but in a more desirable video format. With features such as
skippable vs non-skippable, completion rates, viewability and more, Video
Advertising has never been easier for a local marketer.

Reach cord-cuttings that are not available with traditional TV commercials
Over-the-top (OTT) is the combination of ConnectedTV and Full Episode Player
(FEP) streaming or on-demand inventory. This means a commercial can be
served across ALL DEVICES, including the big screen.

NATIVE

PRE-ROLL VIDEO

OVER-THE-TOP TV

SEO
Show up in relevant searches
SEO is the process of getting your business to show up in search categories
that are most relevant to your business. We deliver a unique SEO product by
implementing strategies throughout the year that focus on all ranking factors
with local and organic SEO algorithms.

Advertising with social platforms
Ads on Facebook or Instagram maximize reach across both platforms, includes
the option of YouTube videos.

SOCIAL ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGNS RUN BY A TEAM OF EXPERTS
 
QUALITY DATA INVENTORY
 
TRANSPARENT REPORTING

PPC / SEM 
Be Seen At The Right Time
Search Engine Marketing & Pay Per Click is a way to 
drive leads at the bottom of the funnel conversions. 
Be sure to be in front of your customers when they 
are actively searching for your products. As a Google 
Premier Partner, we pride ourselves in running 
campaigns adhering to Google’s Best Practices.

EMAIL
Effective Email Marketing
Our database has more than 140 million consumer 
and business emails allowing you to reach a 
customer’s inbox.

MICROPROXIMITY 
Target Prospects Based On Their 
Current Physical Location
Identify specific commercial locations where ideal 
target audiences are located and turn these audiences 
into targetable data segments.

DEVICE ID
Target Customers On Their  
Specific Devices
Monitor the location information associated with 
prospect devices and leverage that data by targeting 
consumers or their devices based on where they have 
been and where they live.

DISPLAY
Deliver A Targeted Message
An effective way to promote brand awareness, 
these banner ads appear on websites across 
mobile, desktop and laptop devices. Coupled with 
programmatic targeting they are an effective way to 
deliver your message to a precise audience.

SOCIAL ADVERTISING
Advertising With Social Platforms
Ads on Facebook or Instagram maximize reach across 
both platforms, includes the option of YouTube 
videos.

OVER-THE-TOP TV
Reach Cord-Cuttings That Are Not 
Available With Traditional Tv Commercials 
Over-the-top (OTT) is the combination of 
ConnectedTV and Full Episode Player (FEP) 
streaming or on-demand inventory. This means a 
commercial can be served across ALL DEVICES, 
including the big screen.

PRE-ROLL VIDEO 
Promotional video messages
Pre-Roll Video is as scalable as banner advertising 
with all the innovative targeting options but in a 
more desirable video format. With features such 
as skippable vs non-skippable, completion rates, 
viewability and more, Video Advertising has never 
been easier for a local marketer. 

NATIVE
Ads That Feel Like Articles
Native ads adopt the look and feel of a website’s 
content inviting the viewer to engage them. In-feed 
and in-article native ads allow the advertiser to 
immerse their brand within the publisher’s site to 
reach the right user at the right time.

SEO
Show Up in Relevant Searches
SEO is the process of getting your business to show 
up in search categories that are most relevant to 
your business. We deliver a unique SEO product by 
implementing strategies throughout the year that 
focus on all ranking factors with local and organic 
SEO algorithms.
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